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After the European Renaissance, French Impressionism is an-other 
unprecedented development and prosperity in the history of art，In the second half of 
the 19
th
 century. It has a great deal of innovation in painting subjects, representation 
techniques, color theory system ,and  it  is the milestone in western art history，as 
well. Figure painting, as the main content of western traditional painting,has been 
occupies a major position in the development of oil.But,different regional 
cultural,natural geography are also critical factors,what will affect the formation of 
painting style.Therefore,the article will study the different areas of impressionist 
paintings of figure,take JoaguinSorollaBastida,John Singer Sargent,Anders Zorn for 
example,to illustrate the color theory system of impressionist paintings how to 
practice and develop on figure paintings. 
As is well known,the light and color get Impressionist painters highly valued.It 
is not only an important medium which help impressionist painters to know the 
world and performance themes,but also a reflection which the pursuit of painting 
language of their own expression.Under the impetus of the natural sciences in the 
19
thcentury,they combined the“natural light of science ”and “the light of 
philosophy”of painting ,then formed their own unique light “the light of painting”.In 
addition, they also used natural,unrestrained and “sketchy”technique stoke.So it is 
not only reverberates their pursuits of artistic but also reflect an appeal of a new 
era.Thus,through the study of Impressionist of figure and three pleinairism masters,I 
hope they can help us better recognizes the characteristic of natural of the 
color,understand the regular of painting color,feel the rhythm of “sketchy”technique 
of brushstrokes.And then，provide us the specific guidelines of the artistic creation. 
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莫奈 油画 《印象▪日出》 图（1.1）   的色彩进行了大胆的革新。其主要代表
人物有：莫奈、马奈、雷诺阿、德加、毕沙罗、西斯莱、莫里索、巴齐耶等。
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